Slower growth prior to the 2018 drought and a high growth sensitivity to previous year summer conditions predisposed European beech to crown dieback
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ABSTRACT

The record-breaking drought in 2018 caused premature leaf discoloration and shedding (early browning) in many beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) dominated forests in Central Europe. However, a high degree of variability in drought response among individual beech trees was observed. While some trees were severely impacted by the prolonged water deficits and high temperatures, others remained vital with no or only minor signs of crown vitality loss. Why some beech trees were more susceptible to drought-induced crown damage than others and whether growth recovery is possible are poorly understood. Here, we aimed to identify growth characteristics associated with the variability in drought response between individual beech trees based on a sample of 470 trees in northern Switzerland. By combining tree growth measurements and crown condition assessments, we also investigated the possible link between crown dieback and growth recovery after drought. Beech trees with early browning exhibited an overall lower growth vigor before the 2018 drought than co-occurring vital beech trees. This lower vigor is mainly indicated by lower overall growth rates, stronger growth declines in the past decades,
and higher growth-climate sensitivity. Particularly, warm previous year summer conditions negatively affected current growth of the early-browning trees. These findings suggest that the affected trees had less access to critical resources and were physiologically limited in their growth predisposing them to early browning. Following the 2018 drought, observed growth recovery potential corresponded to the amount of crown dieback and the local climatic water balance. Overall, our findings emphasize that beech-dominated forests in Central Europe are under increasing pressure from severe droughts, ultimately reducing the competitive ability of this species, especially on lowland sites with shallow soils and low water holding capacity.

1. Introduction

Global warming and the ongoing increase in the frequency and severity of drought events pose a major challenge for forest ecosystems around the globe (Allen et al., 2015). Prolonged periods of dry and hot weather conditions can have detrimental effects on tree growth, productivity, carbon sequestration and spatial distribution of tree species (Anderegg et al., 2013; Neycken et al., 2022; Trotsiuk et al., 2020). Long-lasting droughts might thus jeopardize the provision of ecosystem services by triggering tree dieback and widespread mortality (Schuldt et al., 2020; Senf et al., 2020).

Following the record-breaking drought year of 2018 in Central Europe, lasting declines in tree vitality were observed (Hermann et al., 2023). European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), which is one of the most widespread and economically important broadleaf tree species in Europe (Boitte et al., 2010), was among the severely impacted (Rathgeb et al., 2020). Due to extremely elevated temperatures and high precipitation deficits, many beech trees showed early leaf discoloration and shedding, giving the forest an autumnal appearance in the middle of summer (Brun et al., 2020; Frei et al., 2022; Rohner, 2020). Although it has been hypothesized that early leaf discoloration and premature leaf shedding (hereafter early browning) could be adaptive traits to reduce further water loss and the risk for cavitation (Breda et al., 2006), recent work suggests that acute hydraulic failure is the primary cause of the deterioration of the crown condition in beech trees (Walthert et al., 2021). This is underlined by the fact that in the years following the exceptional summer drought of 2018, many trees exhibited partial or complete dieback of their crown (Frei et al., 2022). In addition, the degree of crown dieback remained relatively stable in 2019 and 2020 with only minor signs of crown biomass recovery (Frei et al., 2022).

Yet, individual beech trees within the same stand showed a high degree of variability in their response to the 2018 drought (Frei et al., 2022). While some beech trees were severely impacted, others remained vital with no or only minor signs of crown dieback (Klesse et al., 2022; Neycken et al., 2022; Wohlgemuth et al., 2020). Consequently, the question arises which past growth characteristics and climate factors predispose some beech trees to early browning and others not when both experienced the same climate conditions.

Crown vitality assessments and tree-ring width (TRW) measurements can provide valuable information on changes in tree vitality (Gaillet et al., 2017). TRW is especially interesting because it provides a long-term retrospective growth record of tree vigor and environmental conditions at an annual resolution. Drought-induced crown dieback was reported to be more prevalent in beech trees with lower growth rates and continuously declining long-term growth trends in the last decades compared to beech trees without crown damage (Neycken et al., 2022; Ruhk et al., 2023). It is unclear which environmental factors might lead to the shift in growth trends, but long-term tree competition levels might be a key driver (Schmied et al., 2023). Trees under high competition usually have limited access to critical resources (e.g., light, water, nutrients), leaving them in an inferior state compared to trees with less competition. The weaker trees could be limited in their capacity to buffer adverse effects of unfavorable climate conditions and thus respond more sensitively to climate variability (Stovall et al., 2019). The higher climate sensitivity can be mirrored in tree growth as a larger growth standard deviation and an increasing effect of the growing conditions of the previous year on the growth of the current year (Camarero et al., 2015; Scheffer et al., 2009). On top of the enhanced growth sensitivity to seasonal climate, increased investments into seeds could further diminish the capacity of beechn trees to grow and form new leaves (Nussbaum et al., 2021; Wohlgemuth et al., 2020). Thus, a shift of the carbon allocation from secondary growth (growth in thickness) toward reproduction could predispose already weakened trees further to early browning and dieback under adverse climatic conditions.

Yet, most beech trees with early browning in 2018 survived at least until 2020 despite extensive crown dieback (Frei et al., 2022). Whether the early-browning trees can recover their growth after drought-induced crown dieback or whether crown biomass loss can indicate the growth recovery potential is still unclear. This information is, however, crucial for forest managers confronted with declining tree crown vitality due to increased drought stress and the task of deciding on the suitable management options to guarantee forest ecosystem services under climate change.

Our study aimed to identify differences in secondary growth characteristics that could explain the variability in crown dieback between individual beech trees following the exceptionally hot and dry summer of 2018 in Central Europe. Further, we explored the impact of the 2018 drought on tree growth and the possibility of growth recovery in the subsequent years by combining tree growth measurements and crown condition assessments.

Specifically, the following hypotheses were tested:

(i) Past growth patterns (mean tree-ring width, long-term growth trend, first-order autoregressive coefficient, growth variance) are good predictors of drought-induced early browning in beech. A high degree of competition from neighboring trees can further increase the risk of early browning.

(ii) On the one hand, the radial growth (tree-ring width) of the early-browning trees is highly sensitive to the climate conditions of the year preceding tree-ring formation. In addition, masting enhances the climate sensitivity of early-browning beech trees. On the other hand, the vital trees show a low climate sensitivity and retain high radial growth rates despite high temperatures and low precipitation sums in current and previous summer.

(iii) Severe crown dieback after the 2018 drought leads to low recovery of stem growth.

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Study sites and tree selection

In this study, we used a subset of mature beech trees that were continuously observed after the 2018 summer drought (Frei et al., 2023, 2022; Wohlgemuth et al., 2020). The trees were located in three regions in northern Switzerland, i.e., Baseland (hereafter BL), Zurich/Aargau (hereafter ZH/AG), and Schaffhausen (hereafter SH), where beech exhibited early browning in the summer 2018 (Fig. 1). The sampled stands originate from natural regeneration and have been moderately managed according to close-to-nature practices since their establishment (Wohlgemuth et al., 2020).

The original dataset included 963 mature dominant or co-dominant beech trees sampled in groups of up to five vital or early-browning trees...
during August and September 2018. Out of the 963 beech trees, 824 trees showed early leaf browning of at least 50 % of their crown and/or premature leaf shedding after the summer drought in August 2018 (hereafter early-browning trees). The remaining 139 beech trees shed their leaves at the normal time at the beginning of fall and/or exhibited only minor signs of a reduction in crown condition (hereafter vital trees). More details about the original sampling design can be found in Frei et al. (2022). From this dataset we selected in total 118 vital beech trees (in BL and ZH/AG) and 278 nearby early-browning trees (in BL, ZH/AG, and SH) so that diameter at breast height (DBH) distribution between the two vitality groups were similar (Table 1, Fig. S1). Thereby, we excluded all early-browning tree groups that deviated too far from the DBH range of the vital tree groups.

As the original dataset did not include any vital beech trees within the region SH, we used a combination of Sentinel-2-based NDWI (Normalized Difference Water Index) and NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) images (Baltensweiler, 2020) to identify forest areas in this region where no early-browning trees could be detected between the 25th of August 2018 and the 20th of September 2018 (Fig. S2). From those areas, we selected 74 additional co-dominant or dominant vital beech trees with a similar DBH located in the same forest as the previously sampled early-browning tree groups in August 2021. In total, we analyzed 278 early-browning beech trees and 192 vital trees in 127 tree groups distributed over three regions in northern Switzerland that included the Jura and Swiss Plateau biogeographic regions (Fig. 1). The average distance between vital and early-browning tree groups was ca. 72 m in BL, 283 m in ZH/AG and 162 m in SH. The soil within the three regions is relatively shallow and is comparable between the vitality classes (Fig. S3).

2.2. Crown condition monitoring and tree individual data

For the selected trees, the tree-specific crown condition data collected during summer 2020 was used for further analysis. Specifically, crown dieback was estimated as the volume proportion of dead (branches with no living tissue) and lost branches (%DB) compared to the potential full crown (Dobbertin et al., 2016). Moreover, crown transparency (%CT) was estimated as the percentage of total leaf loss compared to a fully foliated reference beech tree using field reference photographs (Eichhorn et al., 2016). For the crown transparency assessment, dead branches were not considered. Both crown parameters were taken in 5 %-steps where 0 % signifies the absence of crown dieback/leaf loss and 100 % total crown loss. Based on these two crown assessment parameters, we determined the percentage of total crown biomass loss (%CBL) following Frei et al. (2022):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Vitality class</th>
<th>Number of cored trees</th>
<th>DBH in cm (range)</th>
<th>Estimated age (range)</th>
<th>CI (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basel (BL)</td>
<td>Early-browning</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>43.1 (23-73)</td>
<td>115 (67-208)</td>
<td>1.17 (0.04-4.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vital</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>45.8 (24-77)</td>
<td>114 (74-179)</td>
<td>1.29 (0.16-3.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaffhausen (SH)</td>
<td>Early-browning</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>40.8 (22-66)</td>
<td>110 (59-204)</td>
<td>1.12 (0.12-2.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vital</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>43.4 (26-69)</td>
<td>98 (55-150)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.17-1.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurich/Aargau (ZH/AG)</td>
<td>Early-browning</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53.0 (28-78)</td>
<td>121 (72-190)</td>
<td>1.25 (0.22-3.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vital</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48.8 (26-80)</td>
<td>105 (69-184)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.21-3.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number and characteristics of the sampled beech trees in the three study regions BL, ZH/AG and SH. Different letters (a, b) in the columns DBH (diameter at breast height in 2018, Fig. S1), estimated age (Fig. S1) and CI (competition index in 2021) indicate a significant difference (α < 0.05) between the two vitality classes per region (Wilcoxon rank sum test). Number of trees represents the individuals with available tree-ring data. The CI was calculated for 76 vital and 101 early-browning in the region BL, 74 vital and 96 early-browning trees in SH, and 41 vital and 48 early-browning trees in ZH/AG.

Fig. 1. Location of the sampling sites over the three study regions BL (red dots), ZH/AG (yellow dots) and SH (blue dots) in northern Switzerland (inset map). The trees were sampled in groups of up to five trees per vitality class (vital or early-browning). The background colors indicate the biogeographical regions after Gonseth et al. (2001).
A tree was considered dead if no living branches and leaves could be observed in the crown and along the stem. For the vital trees in SH, the crown parameters could only be assessed in summer 2021. Thus, we used the observations from 2021 as an approximation for %CBL in the year 2020. All trees that died or were harvested until 2020 (20 trees), and trees with incomplete crown data (2 trees) were omitted from the analysis. In total, %CBL was available for 256 early-browning and 192 vital beech trees (Table S1).

2.3. Tree-ring data

For each tree, except for the vital trees in SH, two increment cores were extracted at breast height (1.30 m) perpendicular to the slope in September/October 2020. The DBH was measured with a DBH tape in August/September 2018. For the vital trees in SH, the extraction of the increment cores and the DBH measurements were performed in September 2021. The tree cores were air-dried, and their surfaces were prepared with a core microtome (Gärnter and Nievergelt, 2010). Subsequently, the cores were scanned using an Epson Expression 10,000 XL scanner at 2400 dpi or with a digital camera (Canon EOS 5DSR) equipped with a 100 mm macro lens (Skippy, WSL, 2021) at a resolution of 5950 dpi. TRW was measured to the nearest 0.01 mm with the program CooRecorder 9.5 (Cybis Elektronik and Data AB, www.cybis.se). When the pith was missing from the increment core, the age of each tree was assessed by estimating the distance to the pith based on the curvature of the last rings and dividing this distance by the mean TRW of the last 20 rings on the core. The individual tree-ring series were visually crossdated in CooRecorder and statistically verified with the program COFECHA (Holmes, 1983). All trees could be successfully crossdated (Table 1). Then, the two ring-width series (cores) per tree were averaged using a biweight robust mean to build individual tree chronologies (data available in Neycken et al. (2023)). The analysis considered the period 1960–2020 and excluded all TRW measurements outside this period.

For the analysis of the growth characteristics prior to the 2018 drought, we calculated the first-order autoregressive coefficient (AR1) and standard deviation of the TRW series (1960–2017) for each tree (Eqs. (S1) & (S2)). For this purpose, the TRW chronologies were detrended using an additive modelling framework (Wood, 2017) which related log(AR1 + 1) to the change in DBH over time. The DBH time series was derived for each tree by subtracting the cumulative sum of TRW per year from the DBH measured in 2018 or 2021. To calculate the cumulative DBH time series for trees that were cored in 2020 but for which their DBH was measured in 2018, the TRW of 2019 and 2020 was added twice to the 2018 DBH measurements. The detrending model was run for each tree separately between 1960 and 2020. DBH was modeled as a flexible cubic regression spline with a maximum of six degrees of freedom (Eqs. (S3) & (S4)). Differences in DBH and age between vital and early-browning trees per region were assessed using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

2.4. Competition index

To estimate the competition level experienced by each target tree, we measured the DBH of all neighbor trees with a DBH > 20 cm within a 10 m radius of each target tree and their distances to the target tree in the summer 2021 (Frei et al., 2022). These measurements were taken with a DBH tape and a Vertex clinometer (Haglöf Vertex 3). Then, we calculated a competition index (CI) following Hegyi (1974):

\[ CI_i = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{DBH_k}{DBH_i \times dist_k} \]

where CI is the competition experienced by the target tree i, DBHk is the DBH of the competitor k, DBHi indicates the DBH of the target tree i and distk signifies the distance between the target tree i and the competitor k. High CI values indicate high competition experienced by the target tree. Differences in CI between the two vitality classes were tested with a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

2.5. Climate and masting events data

We used monthly mean air temperature (hereafter temperature) and precipitation sum (hereafter precipitation) interpolated data (100 m resolution) based on the MeteoSwiss weather stations measurements (Swiss Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology) and calculated with the DAYMET algorithm of Thornton et al. (1997). The data was derived for each tree and for the period 1959–2020. For the quantification of the water deficit prior to and during the growing period, we calculated the average climatic water balance between January and August (CWB Jan–Aug) by subtracting the monthly potential evapotranspiration (Thorntwaite, 1946) from the monthly precipitation sum and subsequently taking the mean over the January–August period. Overall, the region of Basel (mean annual temperature: 9.3 °C, mean annual precipitation sum: 999 mm, mean CWB Jan–Aug 24 mm) and Schaffhausen (mean annual temperature: 9 °C, mean annual precipitation sum: 923 mm, mean CWB Jan–Aug 18 mm) were drier than Zurich/Aargau (mean annual temperature: 8.9 °C, mean annual precipitation sum: 1223 mm, mean CWB Jan–Aug, 48 mm).

Masting events can influence carbon allocation and, thus, secondary growth and tree-ring width when they occur (Hacket-Pain et al., 2018; Nussbaumer et al., 2021). For this reason, we estimated the likelihood of beech masting in a given year according to three levels: 0 – low likelihood, 1 – medium likelihood, 2 - high likelihood (Fig. S4). For that, we compiled beech pollen or mastng data from different sources (beech pollen count data from the Swiss Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology (Fig. S5), mast data from Ascoli et al., 2017 and Jenni, 1987) and then aggregated and harmonized the data. We assume that beech pollen count is a viable predictor for masting intensity (Kaspryzk et al., 2014) and that beech mastng has high spatial synchronicity (Vachiano et al., 2018).

2.6. Statistical analysis

2.6.1. Predisposing growth characteristics prior to 2018

To investigate if tree growth differed between vital and early-browning trees before the 2018 summer drought, we calculated several TRW metrics for each beech tree that describe their respective growth properties. The mean TRW for 1960–2017 was computed as a measure of overall growth performance during the period. In addition, for describing the long-term growth trend of each tree, we used the linear regression coefficient relating the TRW (log +1 transformed) to year for the period 1960–2017. The transformation was applied so that the residuals of the models were normally distributed. We also computed the AR1 and growth standard deviation of the detrended TRW index series for each tree for the period 1960–2017 (Eqs. (S3) & (S4)). We chose to use the detrended TRW data to minimize the effect of the changes in tree size over time on the time series metrics. AR1 and the growth standard deviation can be used to describe the stability of the growth of a tree and its sensitivity to external influences such as climate, pests and disturbances (Beck and Heu, 2012; Cailleret et al., 2019; Scheffer et al., 2009). To test whether the tree-ring variables differ between both vitality classes, we used four linear mixed effects models. In each model, a factor variable describing the vitality class (vital or early browning) of a tree and the DBH of 2018 was included (Eq. (S5)). DBH was added to each model to account for the growth differences due to tree size. Tree size is thus accounted twice (during detrending and in the linear mixed effects models with DBH). All linear models were fitted with restricted maximum likelihood (REML) using the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) in R 4.2.1 (R Core Team, 2022).
Table 2
Summary of the fitted linear mixed-effects models estimating the effect of the vitality class (vital vs. early-browning trees) and DBH (diameter at breast height) on a set of variables describing the long-term tree radial growth following Eq. (S5). The estimate, standard error (std. error) and p-value (p) are given for each term. Significant results are in bold. TRW stands for tree-ring width.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean raw TRW 1960–2017</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.918</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality class [Vital]</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBH 2018</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>470</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal R²</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional R²</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Linear regression coefficient 1960–2017

| Intercept                              | −0.005   | 0.001      | <0.001 |
| Vitality class [Vital]                 | 0.004    | 0.001      | <0.001 |
| DBH 2018                               | −0.002   | 0.001      | <0.001 |
| Observations                           | 470      |            |        |
| Marginal R²                            | 0.08     |            |        |
| Conditional R²                         | 0.35     |            |        |

Log (Standard deviation of TRW indices 1960–2017)

| Intercept                              | −1.429   | 0.020      | <0.001 |
| Vitality class [Vital]                 | −0.192   | 0.033      | <0.001 |
| DBH 2018                               | −0.079   | 0.011      | <0.001 |
| Observations                           | 470      |            |        |
| Marginal R²                            | 0.22     |            |        |
| Conditional R²                         | 0.51     |            |        |

First-order autoregressive coefficient of TRW indices 1960–2017

| Intercept                              | 0.154    | 0.013      | <0.001 |
| Vitality class [Vital]                 | 0.065    | 0.022      | 0.004  |
| DBH 2018                               | −0.035   | 0.008      | <0.001 |
| Observations                           | 470      |            |        |
| Marginal R²                            | 0.07     |            |        |
| Conditional R²                         | 0.33     |            |        |

2.6.2. Climate sensitivity before 2018

The growth response of each vitality class to the interannual variability in climate conditions (i.e., variation in temperature and precipitation) was assessed using distributed time lag models in combination with flexible penalized regression splines incorporated in additive models (Nothdurft, 2020; Nothdurft and Vospernik, 2018; Pedersen et al., 2019; Wood, 2017). This hierarchical framework was applied to investigate the climate sensitivity of vital and early-browning trees in 10 different time periods (lag) ranging from the current year to the previous year of ring formation. These 10 climate lags were defined as the temperature and precipitation of two consecutive months, starting with July/August of the current year and ending with January/February of the previous year. We did not include current September, October, November and December in the model because radial growth typically ends in late summer in the study regions (Etzold et al., 2022). The DBH change of each individual tree was included as splines in the model to account for size-dependent long-term trends. Moreover, the masting index was added as a parametric term. We included tree ID and group as random intercepts to account for the repeated measurements per tree and possible differences between tree groups (Eqs. (S6) & (S7)). The climate response of both vitality classes was assessed by predicting log (TRW +1) based on all possible temperature and precipitation combinations, excluding the most extreme 5 % of the data at the upper and lower end for each lag, while all other climate variables and DBH were kept at their respective mean. We only predicted 90 % of the data distribution to reduce the impact of extreme values. The masting index was set to no or weak mast. ID and group effects were set to zero because we were interested in the mean population response. Afterwards, the predicted TRW values, which resulted from each model when all climate parameters were set to the mean, were subtracted from the climate response prediction to obtain the relative TRW change for each temperature, precipitation, and lag period combination. The relative TRW change was back-transformed by exponentiating the values and subtracting 1.

2.6.3. Growth after 2018 in relation to crown condition and regional water deficits

We compared the growth response of vital and early-browning trees during and after the severe drought year 2018 in relation to the amount of crown loss in each region. The analysis was conducted separately for each region to investigate the effect of regional differences in CWB during and after 2018 on the growth recovery potential. Accordingly, we separated the early-browning trees into two groups based on the observed %CBL in 2020: early-browning trees with %CBL ≤ 58 % were classified as “early-browning with minor damage”, while early-browning trees with %CBL > 58 % were grouped as “early-browning with severe damage”. The vital trees were not re-classified into the vitality classes because only nine trees in total reached %CBL > 58 % in 2020. These nine trees were excluded from the analysis because of the small sample size. The threshold of 58 % biomass loss was chosen following Chakraborty et al. (2017) which found that beech trees exceeding this value have a high likelihood to die. Trees that died until 2020 or for which crown data was missing were excluded from the analysis included 183 vital trees (BL: 68, ZH/AG: 41, SH: 74), 103 early-browning trees with %CBL ≤ 58 % were classified as “early-browning with minor damage”, while early-browning trees with %CBL > 58 % were grouped as “early-browning with severe damage”. The vital trees were not re-classified into the vitality classes because only nine trees in total reached %CBL > 58 % in 2020. These nine trees were excluded from the analysis because of the small sample size. The threshold of 58 % biomass loss was chosen following Chakraborty et al. (2017) which found that beech trees exceeding this value have a high likelihood to die. Trees that died until 2020 or for which crown data was missing were excluded from the analysis (20 trees died, 2 trees with incomplete crown data). The difference in %CBL between the vital trees and the other two vitality classes was tested per region using a Wilcoxon rank sum test (α < 0.05). In total, the analysis included 183 vital trees (BL: 68, ZH/AG: 41, SH: 74), 103 early-browning trees with severe damage (BL: 52, ZH/AG: 11, SH: 40) and 153 early-browning trees with minor damage (BL: 49, ZH/AG: 37, SH: 67).

A linear mixed-effects model was used to test the annual growth differences between the three vitality classes in each region. We included the log(+1) transformed TRW data for the period 2016–2020 of all sampled trees. In addition, we substituted missing tree rings with the
 value 0.001 mm to include them in the analysis of the short-term growth response. The years 2016 and 2017 were added to the model as reference years to facilitate the assessment of the growth response to the 2018 drought and the growth recovery after that. ID nested in tree group was added as a grouping variable for the random intercept to account for the sampling design (Eq. (S8)).

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Factors predicting the likelihood of early-browning

The early-browning trees were slightly yet significantly older than the vital trees in ZH/AG (mean difference 16 years) and SH (mean difference 12 years, Table 1, Fig. S1). Moreover, competition was slightly higher for the early-browning trees in SH than for the vital trees. For the other two regions, CI did not differ between early-browning and vital trees (Table 1).

Between 1960 and 2017, vital trees had wider tree rings compared to early-browning trees (Table 2, Fig. S6). Both tree groups reduced their growth between 1960 and 2017, but the early-browning trees had a stronger reduction than the vital trees. Overall, the standard deviation of the detrended TRW series was higher for early-browning trees than for vital trees (Table 2, Fig. S7). Early-browning trees showed lower AR1 values compared to vital trees.

#### 3.2. Effects of DBH, climate and masting on tree growth

Masting intensity had a negative effect on the TRW of vital and early-browning trees (Table 3). The effect was, however, small and within a comparable range for both classes. In addition, the population-wide size trend for the period 1960–2017 had a slight positive effect on the growth of vital and early-browning trees (Fig. S8). The tree-individual size-growth trends varied strongly between trees (Fig. S9).

The significant tensor products for the climate parameters showed the additive and, in many cases, the interactive influence of temperature, precipitation, and lag on annual tree growth of both vitality classes (Table 3). Regarding the climate response per lag, vital and early-browning trees exhibited similar patterns (Figs. 2 & S10).

The growth of the vital trees was mainly affected by the current spring and summer climate (May–August). Warm and dry conditions led to strong growth reductions. However, high precipitation sums could counteract the negative temperature effect in spring and summer. The TRW of the vital trees was enhanced with summer temperatures of up to 20 °C when the precipitation sum was sufficiently high. The other analyzed lag periods influenced the growth of the vital trees only to a small degree, with cold and dry fall and winter conditions leading to less growth.

The growth of the early-browning trees responded the strongest to previous May/June and previous September/October, although less pronounced. Current summer temperatures above 18 °C had a negative effect on TRW even with high precipitation values.

#### 3.3. Growth after 2018 in relation to crown condition and regional water deficits

The selected vital trees exhibited significantly less crown dieback in 2020 than the early-browning trees (Fig. S11). Concerning the growth shortly before and after 2018, 2016 was a relatively wet year with high

---

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Early-browning trees</td>
<td>Parametric Intercept</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Early-browning trees</td>
<td>Masting</td>
<td>−0.019</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Vital trees</td>
<td>Component Term</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Vital trees</td>
<td>DBH edf</td>
<td>2.991</td>
<td>142.953</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Vital trees</td>
<td>DBH × ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Vital trees</td>
<td>Tmean × Tmean</td>
<td>5.667</td>
<td>7.878</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Vital trees</td>
<td>Tmean × PrecSum</td>
<td>17.678</td>
<td>20.308</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Vital trees</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>45.671</td>
<td>75.764</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Vital trees</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>55.021</td>
<td>102.442</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,090</td>
<td>128,922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance explained</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The growth of the early-browning trees responded the strongest to previous May/June and previous September/October, although less pronounced. Current summer temperatures above 18 °C had a negative effect on TRW even with high precipitation values.
CWB Jan-Aug (Fig. S12) and high growth rates in all three regions (Fig. 3). In 2017, CWB Jan-Aug dropped to low values mediated by a dry winter and warm spring (Fig. S12), leading to growth reductions for all tree vitality classes in the three regions (Fig. 3, Tables S2–S4). While trees with minor and severe crown damage had similar growth rates in 2018 compared to 2017, the vital trees grew more despite the drought conditions. The climate conditions (water availability) became favorable again in 2019 and 2020 in Zurich/Aargau, while conditions remained dry in the other two regions (Figs. S12 & S13). The trees with minor crown damage in BL and SH could recover to their pre-drought growth rate in 2020 (Tables S2 & S4). The trees with severe damage did only slightly but not significantly increase their growth except in

Fig. 2. Predicted change in tree-ring width (TRW) of vital and early-browning beech trees in function of mean temperature and precipitation sum of the previous and current year for two-months periods from previous year January to current year August following Eqs. (S6) & (S7) and calculated for the period 1960–2017. The months are abbreviated by the first three letters. Brown signifies narrower TRW values compared to mean conditions and green indicates larger TRW values.

Fig. 3. Predicted log +1 transformed tree-ring width (TRW) including 95% confidence intervals for the period 2016–2020 for vital (green), early-browning with minor crown damage (orange) and early-browning with severe crown damage (brown) beech trees for each region separately (BL, ZH/AG, SH) following Eq. (S8). The gray bars indicate the average climatic water balance between January and August (CWB Jan-Aug) per year and region.
4. Discussion

We showed that beech trees that exhibited early browning during the extreme drought year 2018 were characterized by lower overall growth rates, steeper growth declines and higher climate sensitivity prior to 2018 than co-occurring beech trees with normal leaf fall. The competition experienced by individual trees could not predict the observed differences in response to the 2018 drought. Growth recovery after the drought was possible but depended on crown dieback severity and regional post drought water availability.

4.1. Low tree vigor predisposes beech trees to early browning

Our results show that lower growth performance, indicated by slower mean growth rates and a steeper growth decline in the last decades, predisposed beech trees in northern Switzerland to early browning induced by the severe drought in 2018. Similar growth reductions have been found in trees of multiple broadleaf and conifer species before severe drought-related crown dieback occurred (e.g., Camarero et al., 2015, 2021; Klesse et al., 2022; Marqués et al., 2022). Slower growth over an extended period can indicate an overall low tree vigor mediated by prolonged environmental stress and slow-acting processes, e.g., competition and resource limitation (Das et al., 2011). However, in two of the three regions studied (i.e., BL, ZH/AG), we did not find significant differences in the recent competitive environment between beech trees that showed early browning and those that remained vital. This result suggests that recent competition alone cannot explain the observed difference in drought response.

Similar findings were reported by Neycken et al. (2022) in northern Switzerland, where competition during the last 20 years could not predict the occurrence of crown dieback in beech-dominated forests. Minor competitive disadvantages in earlier decades that could potentially lay back decades might have weakened the trees, but several adverse effects had to accumulate in our case to cause a higher susceptibility to drought-induced crown dieback (Manion, 1990). For example, innate unfavorable physiological traits (Dounavi et al., 2016), as well as negative biotic (e.g., competition (Young et al., 2017), herbivory (Brück-Dychhoff et al., 2019), pests (Langer and Bultkamp, 2023), masting (Nussbaumer et al., 2021) and abiotic interactions (e.g., climate warming (Martínez del Castillo et al., 2022)), low soil water holding capacity (Klesse et al., 2022), air pollution (Braun et al., 2017) and nitrogen deposition (Braun et al., 2020) can exacerbate the effects of drought predisposing the weaker beech trees to decline and dieback (Griffin-Nolan et al., 2021).

4.2. Early-browning trees were highly sensitive to past summer climate

The results from the distributed lag model confirm previous studies which reported that beech growth is positively influenced by moist and mild conditions in spring and summer in Central Europe (e.g., Etzold et al., 2022; Klesse et al., 2022; van der Maaten, 2012). Overall, higher precipitation amounts during the growing season could compensate for higher temperatures, though to a limited extent. Overly high temperatures in July and August led to a reduction in growth rates. Early-browning trees were particularly affected because they additionally carried over stronger adverse effects from poor growing conditions of previous summer to the following year’s growth. Future drought stress (IPCC, 2021) might thus push beech in our study regions out of its climatic comfort zone (Walhert et al., 2021), leading to widespread growth declines as already predicted for other European beech forests (Knutzen et al., 2017; Martínez del Castillo et al., 2022).

The higher climate growth sensitivity of the early-browning trees confirmed by the higher standard deviation and lower growth stability together with the overall lower growth rates could point toward shallower rooting depth and reduced water uptake from deeper soil layers (Ripullone et al., 2020). Unfavorable microsite conditions leading to generally lower water availability or below-ground competition, which cannot be measured by the competition index we used, could hamper fine root development and distribution, making early-browning trees more dependent on top-soil water and recent moisture conditions than vital trees (Gessler et al., 2022; Schmied et al., 2023). The resource limitation could force the trees closer to their physiological tipping points, rendering them more sensitive to climate variations and hydraulic failure in the short term (McDowell et al., 2008).

Declining beech trees have been shown to reduce their water use efficiency several years before crown dieback (Camarero et al., 2021; Michelot-Antalik et al., 2019). It is thus possible that early-browning trees were less effective in regulating their stomatal conductance to prevent excessive water loss due to high temperatures. In years with sufficient precipitation during the growing season, the inefficient stomatal control of early-browning trees could be compensated by higher water uptake, while during drought years, the excessive evaporation could lead to xylem cavitation and early browning (Walhert et al., 2021). Recent studies suggest that the drought tolerance observed on some beech individuals could be related to different genotypes (Cuervo-Alarcon et al., 2021; Müller et al., 2017; Pfenninger et al., 2021) and/or gene expression pathways (Petrík et al., 2022). To which degree genetic factors regulate the observed lower tree vigor and different drought responses is unknown for our stands. Further studies are needed to clarify the genetic effect of drought resistance in beech.

Besides the climate response of beech trees, we also investigated if masting intensity, i.e., seed production, influenced tree growth of early-browning trees more negatively compared to the vital trees. The increased investments of resources into seed production in mast years often lead to reduced foliage mass and the formation of smaller tree rings (Braun et al., 2017; Nussbaumer et al., 2021). Our study confirms this negative effect of masting on radial growth. However, the effect was relatively small. Nussbaumer et al. (2021) showed that adverse climatic conditions that negatively influence tree growth could also trigger masting. In other words, climatic conditions and masting cumulatively alter radial growth. Therefore, the effect of masting might be masked by the effect of the climate variables in our model. In addition, the occurrence of masting was not directly recorded at our sites, but we based the masting probability on pollen data from measurement stations in Switzerland and other historical sources (Ascoli et al., 2017; Jenni, 1987). The derived masting index might thus underestimate the amount of seed production or be too estimative to generate significant statistical evidence.

Overall, the distributed lag model has shown to be an interesting new tool to model the climate sensitivity of beech during various time frames. The approach allowed us to model simultaneously the tree-individual size trend and growth-climate relationships without detrending the tree-ring or climate data a priori (Ols et al., 2023). On the downside, it was impossible to directly compare and test the linear predictors between classes with this method. Therefore, we could not ascertain if the detected growth differences in response to variations in temperature and precipitation were significantly different between the vital and the early-browning trees. Another critical point to consider is that we used the distributed lag model only to predict deviations from the mean tree-ring width due to variations in mean climate conditions. Responses to extreme weather conditions (e.g., drought years, extremely wet years, cold spells) were not predicted because they still occur too rarely to be represented correctly in our model framework (Gao and Shen, 2007).

4.3. Diverging growth trajectories after 2018

The summer drought in 2018 did not lead to consistently narrower tree rings in 2018 compared to 2017 in the 439 analyzed beech trees.
The lack of growth response to the 2018 drought has already been documented in other studies (Klesse et al., 2022; Mathes et al., 2023; Salomon et al., 2022) and can be explained by the timing of the heatwave and drought conditions. The soil water potential reached low critical values only after mid-July (Walthert et al., 2021), a period of the growing season when most of the annual tree ring was already formed (Etzold et al., 2022). Moreover, the unusually warm winter and spring in 2017 and the late frost in spring 2017 (MeteoSchweiz, 2018) had already led to considerable growth decreases in the same year from which the trees could not recover in 2018. Nonetheless, the increase in growth of the vital trees in 2018 compared to 2017 in all three regions is surprising but might be related to the overall higher tree vigor incited by growth of the vital trees in 2018 compared to 2017 in all three regions is higher resource access and carbon reserves (as discussed above) compared to the trees with crown dieback. In contrast to the early-browning trees the vital trees could profit from the relatively mild winter and spring conditions in 2018 and recovered from the growth depression in 2017 before the drought in August 2018 led to a growth cessation.

The observed differential growth trajectories of the vitality classes after 2018 may be related to the extent of the hydraulic damage caused by the drought (Ruehr et al., 2019). Early browning and xylem embolism in beech start occurring at high drought stress levels when the leaf water potential drops below −1.3 MPa and water uptake is severely reduced (Walthert et al., 2021). Early browning occurs due to hydraulic failure and the resulting undersupply of the crown with moisture. When the hydraulic stress rises further, reaching very high levels (leaf water potential below −2.1 MPa), severe tissue damage can occur, causing crown dieback in the following year (Walthert et al., 2021). Secondary growth in the stem and branches is crucial for restoring hydraulic functioning because beech cannot repair embolized xylem vessels (Arend et al., 2022). According to Ruehr et al. (2019), higher stress levels are related to greater functional tissue damage and higher carbon costs to reestablish tree functioning. The reduced growth recovery combined with the high crown biomass loss observed for early-browning trees with severe crown damage compared to the ones with minor or no crown damages might thus indicate the occurrence of a higher proportion of non-reversible tissue damage. The trees might not be able to recover as efficiently due to the continuing depletion of their carbon reserves, which the remaining crown foliage mass cannot refill completely. We also found an important impact of local climate on growth recovery. Mild climate conditions in 2019 and 2020 in Zurich/Aargau enabled even the beech trees with severe crown damage to increase their growth levels again in 2020, although the variance in the growth response between trees was large. This finding suggests that beech can slowly recover from drought-induced hydraulic damage when the hydraulic stress level does not exceed critical limits and the climatic conditions return to less extreme levels again (Frei et al., 2022; Ruehr et al., 2019). Accordingly, previous studies have shown that beech can rapidly respond to rewetting of the topsoil after drought and restore the root water uptake within weeks (Gessler et al., 2022). Moreover, in a controlled rain exclusion experiment with mature beech trees, Hesse et al. (2023) found that beech could recover stem sap flow to the level of the control trees within two years after watering.

5. Conclusion

Our large-scale growth analysis of beech trees with and without drought-induced crown vitality loss in 2018 found that affected beech trees were characterized by an overall lower tree vigor in the past, indicated by lower overall growth, steeper recent growth declines and higher climate sensitivity compared to beech trees that remained vital. These findings suggest that unfavorable microsite conditions may have weakened the affected trees over several decades, by limiting their ability to access critical resources, e.g., water, and light, and forced them to function closer to their physiological tipping points. The severe water deficits and high temperatures in summer 2018, which were exacerbated by the dry conditions in 2017 led to hydraulic failure of these weakened trees and crown dieback in the following years. We also found evidence that, despite crown dieback, growth recovery within two years after the 2018 drought was possible. However, the level of growth recovery depended on crown dieback severity and the water availability in the following years.

Overall, our findings suggest that severe droughts are increasing the pressure on beech-dominated forests, especially on lowland sites with shallow soils and low water holding capacity. At such sites, drought-induced crown dieback and enhanced mortality rates can reduce the competitive ability of beech, which could favor the co-occurrence of more light-demanding and drought-tolerant species such as Acer spp. and Quercus spp. in the long term.
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